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1. Introduction. In recent papers(') the author has considered various

questions concerning the equivalence of quadrics in w-affine w-space and re-

lated problems in the theory of (absolutely) equivalent m-terminal pair elec-

trical networks.

The present paper is concerned with the development of certain theorems

relating to the theory of congruent matrices which appear to be fundamental

to the construction of a somewhat more general theory of (relative) equiva-

lent electrical networks.

Consider the set of matrices B congruent to the matrix A; i.e., B=P'AP.

In the first section of this paper a theory of circavariant matrices is initiated,

general theorems being obtained relating to the restrictions which must be

imposed on P in order that one or more of a certain set A\, A\, • • • of mat-

rices derived from A each be circavariant. In later sections theorems on the

congruence of matrices with P in a modified w-affine space are obtained, to-

gether with a set of normal forms.

In the last section, the theory of circavariant matrices is used to initiate

a general theory of circa-equivalent networks, the usual theory of equivalent

networks appearing as a special case of the general theory.

2. Congruent and circavariant matrices. Let A, B, C, ■ ■ ■ , P, Q, A, ■ ■ ■

be matrices of order n whose elements belong to a field 5- The matrix B is

said to be equivalent^) to the matrix A if there exist nonsingular matrices P

and Q such that B = QAP. The matrix B is said to be congruent to A if there

exists a nonsingular matrix P such that B = P'AP.

Let Crl'. '-'r', denote the matrix obtained from C by deleting from C rows

fx, • • • , rt and columns S\, • ■ ■ , st- Denote Crr\. '. 'rT\ by Cr,- • r,.

Consider the set 21 of all matrices A of order n whose elements range
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over With each A associate the set 33 of all matrices congruent to A. KB

is any matrix of set 33, there exists a nonsingular matrix P such that

(2.1) B = P'AP.

If T ranges over the set of all nonsingular matrices of order n, then the mat-

rices ß=T'AT are all congruent to A, and hence, each ß belongs to 33. The

matrix P in (2.1) belongs to If (2.1) holds and if there exists a subset tyc

of ^3 such that for all matrices A of 31, and for all matrices P of 'tßc,

then ^4^''/', is called a circavariant matrix of A under the congruence (2.1).

Let 33c denote the subset of 33 obtained by letting P range over

Thus, if (2.1) holds and if A\ is a circavariant matrix, then Bi can be ob-

tained directly from the product Bi = P{ AiPi, or from B by deleting the first

row and column.

The term circavariant matrix has been introduced here to avoid confusion

with the term invariant matrix as used by L. Schur, Littlewood and other

writers, as in D. E. Littlewood, The construction of invariant matrices, Pro-

ceedings of the London Mathematical Society, (2), vol. 43 (1937), pp. 226-

240. In paper [l ], a circavariant matrix was called an invariant matrix. In con-

trast to the definition used in [l], the present definition places greater em-

phasis on the requirement that (2.2) hold for all matrices of §1. While in [l]

P was restricted to (simply) wz-affine types, here P is not so constrained.

3. Conditions that Ar\;;'T\ be circavariant. In paper [l] a system of in-

teger, matric and algebraic invariants of the matrix A of the ra-ary quadratic

form F was exhibited, under the simply wj-affine nonsingular group of linear

transformations T, by means of which necessary and sufficient conditions for

the simply w-affine congruence with respect to T of two matrices A and B,

as well as the equivalence of the two corresponding forms F and G, were given.

Whereas in paper [l ] we were concerned with the nature of the matrix A

for given simply m-affine matrices P, in the present paper we are concerned

as to the content of the subset that is, as to the conditions which must be

imposed on P in order that A8^;.'^ be a circavariant matrix of A for the class

21 under (2.1). We shall see that the solution to this question leads to a more

general type of matrix P than that used in paper [l ].

To begin with, we search for conditions on P in order that Ai be a circa-

variant matrix. In other words, with reference to congruence (2.1), under

what conditions is the matrix M = P{ A\P\ identically equal to Bi in the ele-

ments of A ?

For convenience, we number the first row (and column) of ^4i (Pi, M

and Bi) as 2, the second as 3, • • • , the (n — l)-th as n. The rows (and col-

umns) of A (P and B) are numbered in the usual way, the first row as 1, the

second row as 2, • • • , the »th row as n. Evidently,
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(3.1)
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M = (   2~1 2~2 Prjareptk) = (»,■*),
\ r-2 s-2 /

where the element in the jth row and kth column of M is m,k, with rows and

columns numbered (as agreed above) j, k = 2, ■ • ■ , n. Also from (2.1)

(3.2) B m I £ £ prja™p8k) = (b,-k
\ r=l s=l /

),

where bjk is the element in the jth row and kth column, (j, k = 1, 2, ■ • ■ , n).

In order that B\ be identical to M in the elements of A, we must have

(3.3) bjk = £ 2~2 PrlO-rspsk = £ £ prjlrspsk = Wljk,

in the elements of A, for j and ß any fixed pair of integers selected from

2, • ■ • , n. From (3.3) withj and k fixed, (j, k = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ , «), we find that the

following identities in the elements of A must hold,

(3.4)
pijCinpsk = 0

PrjO-rlplk = 0

(S = 1, 2,

(r = 1, 2,

w),

The cases j = k with s = l give pijanpij = 0 in an, (j = 2, 3, • • • , n), hence p\j

must vanish for j = 2, 3, • • • , n. With £>i,- = 0, (j = 2, • • ■ , «), all the identities

(3.4) are satisfied and Ai is a circavariant matrix. Since P is nonsingular,

pn^O. Hence

Theorem 3.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that A\ be a circavariant

matrix is that pij = 0,j = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n.

A matrix of the form

f pn      0    • • • 0

0       Pn — : -

(3.5) 5 =

Pm+l,\

I Pn.l

'  " Pm+l,

pn,m * pn,m+l

pm+l,m+l ' ' ' pm+\,n

with elements in g is said to be m-affine(3). If pn = p22= •

said to be simply m-affine.
Pmm — 1, S IS

(3) In paper [l], the term m-aßne means simply m-affine.
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The matrix B is said to be m-affine congruent to A if there exists an m-affine

nonsingular matrix S with elements in § such that B = S'AS.

Theorem 3.1 states that a necessary and sufficient condition that A \ he circa-

variant is that P be l-affine. If B is 1-affine congruent to A, then Ai is circa-

variant and B\ is congruent to A\.

More generally, suppose that we require that Au be circa variant. Then for

j and k any fixed pair of integers selected from I, 2, - • • , « — 1, • • • , «

the following identity in the elements of A must hold:

n     n n n

(3.6) 2~1 £ Prj&mpik =   £        £ frj&nfdf
r= 1 s= 1 r=l      w     «=1 ,«^u

This means that the following identities in the elements of A must hold:

pujOuspsk = 0 (s = 1, 2, • ■ • , «),

PrjOrupuk =0 (r =  1, 2, • • ■  , »).

The cases j = k^u with j = m give pUiaUupui = 0, so that each pUj = 0, j^u. We

conclude

Theorem 3.2. ^4 necessary and sufficient condition that Au be circavariant

is that pUj = 0 for j= 1, ■ ■ ■ ,n;j^u.

We note that d(P) =puu-d(Pu). Since P is nonsingular puu^0, d(Pu)^0.

From (2.2), we conclude that Bu is congruent to Au. Hence if Au is circavari-

ant, Bu is congruent to Au.

Suppose we require A"u, uj^v, to be circavariant. Then for j and k any

fixed pair of integers selected from j=\, ■ ■ ■ , u — l, u + l, ■ ■ ■ , n and

k = l, ■ ■ ■ ,v — l,u + l, ■ • • , n, we must have

n     n n n

y. y. Prjarspsk =     \Y1 2~2 PrjOrspsk

identically in the elements of A ; i.e.,

pujaU8psk = 0 (s = 1, • • ■ , ri),

(3.8)
prjOrvpvk = 0 (r = 1, • • • , n).

The cases j = k = w, w^u, w^v, with s = u and r = z/ give pUwaUupuu> = 0 and

pvu,avvpvW = 0, so that pUw=pvw = 0- The case j=fl, & = w gives

puvOuspsu = 0 (s = 1, • • • , »),

(3.9)
prvOrvpvu = 0 (r =   1, •  •  •   , w).

Since P is nonsingular at least one £>su^0. Hence pUv = 0. Likewise, at

least one £r„ ?^ 0, so that pvu = 0. The case Auv leads to the same result. We have
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Theorem 3.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that A"u, u^v, be a cir-

cavariant matrix is that
pua = 0 (a = t, ■ • • , n, a ^ u);

P.B = 0 (ß = l, ß pi v).

This theorem shows that a necessary and sufficient condition that A\ be

circavariant is that P be 2-affine.

Evidently d(P) =puup„ ■ d(Puv). Since P is nonsingular, pUupw9^0, d(Puv)

7^0. Hence from (2.2), B"u is equivalent to A'u. Thus, B"u is equivalent to Al

when Avu is circavariant.

If Auv, Ut^v, is a circavariant matrix, then for j and k any fixed numbers

selected from w=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, w?±u, w^v, we must have

n      n n n

y, y prjOrspsk =       2~2 £ prjOrspsk

identically in the elements of A. This means that

pujOuspsk = 0,      pvja„spSk = 0 (5 = 1, 2, • • • , n),

prjOrupuk = 0, prjOrvpvk = 0 (f = 1, 2, • • • ', »j

identically in the elements of A. The cases j = k = w=l, ■ ■ ■ , n, wj^u, W9^v,

with s = u, v give pUwaUupuw = 0, pVvAwpvu> = 0. We conclude that pUw = pvw = 0.

Since P is nonsingular, puupw—puvpvu^O, and rf(PMI)^0.

Theorem 3.4. necessary and sufficient condition that Au„ be a circavariant

matrix is that pUw = pvw = 0, for w = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, w^u, W9^v.

This theorem shows that a sufficient (but not necessary) condition that

A12 be circavariant is that P be 2-affine.

Let J be the set 1, ■ ■ ■ , n and let Ui, u2, ■ ■ ■ , ua be any subset U of J,

all the elements of U being distinct. Denote by W = J — U the set J with the

elements of U removed. If r is not in W, we write r<tW.

If AUl...u is a circavariant matrix, then for j and k any fixed numbers

selected from W, we must have

n      n n n

y y prjOrspsk =       £ £      P< jOrspsk,

r=l s=l r=l,r <f W s=l,s <fc W

identically in the elements of A. This means that

pu,iav,lspik = 0, ■ • •  , puaia,ig,psk = 0 (s =  1, 2, • ■ ■  , «),

P,iaruipu^k = 0, ■  ■  ■  ,prjarUapuek = 0 (f =   I, 2, •  •  ■  , W),

identically in the elements of A. The cases where j = k and j ranges over W

with s = «i, Kg, • • • , ug give

PuijOu\U\Puij   =   0,   p U^iOu^U^P U^i   =   0,   '   '   '    , p'ugjOUQUgP' Ug j 0,
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from which we conclude that puij = pu2,= ■ ■ ■ =pvgi = 0, for j ranging over W.

Theorem 3.5. A necessary and sufficient condition that AUl. ■ ■ Uq be circa-

variant is that pUl]=pU2j= ■ ■ ■ = pUgj = 0 for j ranging over W.

From P delete all the rows and columns whose numbers belong to the set

IF, leaving the matrix Pw It is easy to see that d(P) =d{Pw) • d(PUl..

Since <f(P)^0, Pw and PUl...u are both nonsingular, so that BUl...Ug is con-

gruent to AUl.. .„ when the latter is circavariant.

Let us, ■ ■ ■ , ut) and (vi, v2, ■ • • , vt) be two subsets U and V, respec-

tively, of the set I of integers 1, 2, ■ • • , n. Suppose that all the elements of U

and V are distinct. Let L = U— V be the set I with the elements of U and V

removed. Then

Theorem 3.6. A necessary and sufficient condition that A%v'."£t (or A%"%*)

be circavariant is that P be such that for each u in U, each v in V, and for each X

in L, pu\=puv = pvu = 0.

The proof of this theorem may be obtained from the proof of Theorem 3.3

as follows: equations (3.8) must hold with u ranging over U and v ranging

over V. The cases j = k=\ with s = u, r — v, u ranging over U and v over V,

lead to the conditions pu\ = 0. The cases j = v, k = u, with u over U and v over

V yield puv = 0 and pvu = 0.

It is easy to see that -B^V. "«< ̂s equivalent to A^fl, in case the latter is circa-

variant. For example, if All is circavariant, P is such that

Since P is nonsingular so are E, F, and P&. From (2.2), is equivalent

toA?t.
In a similar manner further theorems concerning the circavariance of

Au^. 'i, for the case when the sets U and V overlap can be stated together

with theorems concerning the equivalence of B^.'.''it and ^4J^.'.'.«,•

4. Invariants. From (2.1), d(B) = [d{A) ] [d(P) j2. Hence, the determinant

of A is a relative invariant of the set 93 under (2.1) with P ranging over the

set Since each P in ^5 is nonsingular, the rank of B is equal to the rank of A,

so that the rank of A is an integer invariant for the set 93. If the field 5 is

ordered, the signatures (when defined) of B and A are equal, so that for or-

dered fields, the signature of A is an integer invariant for the set 93.

Suppose in (2.2), P'n...rt and PSl...S( are nonsingular and that is

a circavariant matrix. Consider any function G(a,ij)=G of the elements of

i4^";JJ which is so related to the same function G(ba) =G of the elements of

d(P)=d(E)-d(F)-d(P%)

where

and
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■B*J;"*j that, in the elements a*,,

(4.1) G = aGß (aß ?*Ö),

where a = a(P'n...r) is a function of the elements of P'n...Tl only, and where

ß=ß(PSl. ..S() is a function of the elements of PSl..only. Then G is said to

be a circavariant of the set 93 with respect to AST\ \ ST\.

If G, G\, Gi, Gi, ■ ■ ■ , Gll'.'.'.ll are circa variants of the set 93 with respect to

the circavariant matrices A, Ax, A\, A2, • • • , A%.]% respectively, then any

function H of the form

(4.2) H(G) - [cr^r^n^r • • • tc^r,
where the p<'s are real numbers is said to be a composite circavariant of

the_set 93. Let H(G)=H denote H with G, Gu ■ ■ ■ , Gsr\\; ;J{ replaced by

G, Gi, G2, • • • , G>J";*{, respectively. Then /Y is of the form

(4.3) H = yH8 (yd f* 0),

where

7 = [ai(P')l[a2(Pi)] • • • [av(P'ri...rt)}, 8 = fjS^P) ] [/32(i>i) ] • • • [0,(PfI....,) ].

If y5 = 1, then i7 is said to be an absolute circavariant of 93. If 7 = 5, then H

is said to be a relative circavariant of 93.

Consider the set 33J};;;J| of all matrices Bsr\\ ;Jj generated from the circa-

variant matrix Arl'.'.'.rl by letting P range over tye, with P'n...r, and Ptl...,t

nonsingular. Then the rank f^.'.'**t of each matrix in is equal to the

rank of A*\*.

We suppose that (ri, ■ • • , rt)=(si, ■ ■ ■ , si). Then (2.2) is an ordinary

congruence. Suppose the field 5 is ordered and that a P exists in for which

Br,.. -r, is a diagonal matrix, so that ATx.. .rt has a signature trri.. .r(. From (2.2)

it follows that the signature of each matrix in the set 93ri...r( is equal to

ov,.. ,r<. Thus,

Theorem 4.1. The rank of -4*j;; is an integer invariant for the set 93rJ::;r5.

If % is ordered, the signature (when defined) of Ar,..is an integer invariant

for the set 93r,. • .rr

If ^4^!!;*,' is a circavariant matrix, then from (2.2)

(4.4) d(B'r\:. ':t) - d(p'ri...rt) d(Aar\:::ryd(pei...„).

From (4.4) it is clear that d(Ar\.'.'$ is a circavariant for the set 93. If

(ft, • • • , rt) = (su • • • , 5,),

(4.5) d(BT\:::;;) = [d(pri.. .rt) ]2 \d(Arr\:::?) ],

so that
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Theorem 4.2. The determinants of the matrices of the set 8{Jv;J» are circa-

variants for the set 93 with respect to AT\'/'ST'. If (r\, • • • , rt) = (si, ■ ■ ■ , st), these

determinants are relative circavariants of 93.

It may be remarked that in case (ru ■ • ■ , rt) = (si, ■ ■ ■ , st) these determi-

nants are actually ordinary relative invariants of 93^^' under an ordinary

congruence of transformation matrix PTl.. .r(.

Evidently the ratio of any two circavariants is a composite circavariant

for the set 93.

5. Normal forms for A under P ra-affine. In the theory of electrical net-

works the cases when Ax, A\, A2, ■ ■ ■ are tobe circavariant frequently occur,

leading to the requirement that P be m-affine. We shall accordingly consider

the normal forms of A under P m-affine.

In paper [l] the reduction of A to normal forms was indicated, the case

where m = 2 being considered in detail. In particular, the results obtained

indicate that, when P is simply ra-affine, every symmetric matrix A with ele-

ments in a field g (not of characteristic two) with circavariant matrix

Ai,...,m—i is m-affine congruent in 5 to a matrix B in which the matrix

Bi,... ,m-\ is of the form

(5.1)

(b„

0

0

0

10

0 0

bm+1 0

0      bm+2 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

bn-i 0

0 6nJ

if Pl . . -m_l Pi- * 2,

and with a parabolic matrix

f0   •   0 0

(5.2)

0

U

bm+i 0

0 bm+2

0

0

0

0

0

if v = 2,

the number of nonzero ö.'s in Bi.

bn-l 0

o o,

being equal to the rank pi...m of Aj.
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The parameter bmm is an absolute invariant of A when P is simply w-affine.

We shall let ct\.. -m=cr\.'.'Z denote the signature of Ai.. .m. If the field % is

real, each positive ö, in Bx.. .m can be reduced (by means of a simply m-affine

P) to 1, and each negative o, to —1. The number of positive bi's in B\...m

is (pi.. -m+cn ■ ■ ■m)/2 and the number of negative bi's is (pi.. )/2,

the remaining bi's each being zero. If % is algebraically closed, each nonzero

bi in B\.. .m can be reduced to 1. No further reduction of Bi.. .m_i is possible

when P is simply wi-affine. For (5.1) and (5.2), we shall denote the reduced

form of Bi...m thus obtained by 5= [bm+i, ■ ■ ■ , 8r-u 0, • • • , 0], a diagonal

matrix.

In case $ is ordered, we shall agree to regularly arrange^) the matrix 5,

this always being possible when P is w-affine.

Suppose in (5.1), bmmr^0. Let P be w-affine with prs = 8rs, (where 5„ = 0

if r^s, 8TS = 1 if r = s), except for pmm. If % is algebraically closed, select

a pmm so that pmm=l/bmm. If g is real, let pmm = l/(bmm)112 if bmm>0 and

pmm = l/( — bmmyn if bmm<0. Then, in case of (5.1) with ömm?^0, the matrix

B is m-affine congruent to a matrix C = P'BP in which the matrix Ci,

is of the form

(5.3)

0

0

0

()■

8m+l 0-

0

Sr-1

oj

if v ^ 2,

where bm is 1 if $ is algebraically closed; and bm = 1 or — 1 if 5 is real. In the

latter case, bmm = \ when <Ti.. .m_i= 1+ai.. .m, 6mm=—1 when Vi.-.m-i

= — 1+ffi.. .„, and 6mm = 0 when o"i.. .m_i=o"i.. .m.

As in paper [l], it is now easy to formulate various theorems. For ex-

ample, Theorem 3.3 of [l] for P m-affine holds without the requirement on

the parameters bmm and b'mm.

Theorem 5.1. Let P be m-affine with elements in an algebraically closed

field 5, and let Aa) and A<-*> be two symmetric matrices of order n in g with

associated circavariant matrices A[]\.. m_1 and Af?.,. ,m_i. A necessary and suffi-

cient condition that .4»-i and A[2)... m_i be congruent is that they have the

(*) C. C. MacDuffee, Theory of Matrices, Berlin, 1933, pp. 57-58.
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same ranks pi_(i) ,m-l> Pi, •. », and p|'(2)
n(2),m-li Pi,.. respectively. If the field ^

is real the additional requirement of the equality of the signatures a[<i)

and o-j2). rri2)
,m-u "ir- respectively, must be met.

Case m = 2. If m = 2, it was shown in [l] that the symmetric matrix A is

simply 2-affine congruent to one of the various normal forms fi, fi,

given below and as indicated in Table 1(5 regularly arranged):

fi 33

0

022

0 0

0 0

1 0

fO 0

0 0

0

0

0 1 0)

0   0 1

611 0i2

621 bit

0 0

0 0

on 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

bin 1

53

0

0

0

0

0

bin

1

0-

Sr-1

fi

0 0

0 0

1 0

0 1

611 0 • 0 • • • 0 0

0   0   •   0 • • ■  0 1

h= 00

0 0

0 1

If P is 2-affine and nonsingular, it is possible through the proper selection

of pn and £22 to reduce certain of the matrices fi, ft, ■ • ■ , ft yielding new

matrices gi, gt, • • ■ , gi having the same general form as fi, ■ ■ ■ , fi, respec-

tively, each g, being 2-affine congruent to /< (« —1, • ■ • , 5). The forms

gu • ■ • 1 gb are indicated in Table I. Thus, in the case of/i, with pi = r — 2, g1 is

fi with £>22 replaced by 1 if 5 is algebraically closed, and with o22 replaced by 1
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or — 1 if g is real. No further reduction of/i is possible by a 2-affine P which

preserves the form gi. The numbers 5n, 522 in Table I denote 1 if % is alge-

braically closed, and denote 1 or —1 if ^ is real. In Case 3, the parameter 622

is an absolute invariant. It should be noted that the number of such parame-

ters appearing in the gi's is just one, whereas in the simply 2-affine case there

were several such parameters, 0,7, in the forms fy ■ ■ ■ ,fi. (See Table I, p. 171,

paper [l ], which may be constructed from Table I, as here given, by deleting

the S's and by replacing each 1 by the symbol =^0, and each/; by gi.)

Table I

Classification of matrix A for the case m = 2

Pi2 = r—3, r = 3, 4, , n + 1 P 2-affine

Case pi — P12    pi~ pn Pi ii2 Form

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2
= 2

= 2
= 2
= 2

= 2

= 2
= 2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2

5*2
= 2

= 2

= 2

5*2

5*2

r-2
r-3

r-2

r-3

r-3

r-2

r-2

r-3

r-3

r-2

r+1
r

r-1

r
r-1

r-2

r-2

r-2

r-2

r-3

r-3

r-3

r-3

r-2

r-3

r-2

r-2

r-3

r-3

r-2

r-2

r-3

r-3

«115*0

«115*0

«115*0

«115*0

0
0
0
0

«115*0

0
«115*0

0

«22 5*0

0
Ä22 5*0

0
0

«22 5*0

«22 5*0

0
0

«22 5*0

gl

gl

g2

g2

«2

g2

g2

gi

gi

gS

«6

If ^ is real, each form in Table I can be subdivided according to the sig-

natures of A12, Ai, A2.

The following theorems are now evident:

Theorem 5.2. A symmetric matrix A with elements in a field % is 2-affine

congruent in g to one of the forms gy • • • , gi, according to the ranks (and signa-

tures if g is real) of the circavariant matrices A, Ai, A2, A\, An as indicated in

Table I. A is simply 2-affine congruent to one of the forms fi, ■ ■ ■ ,fias indicated

in Table I.

Theorem 5.3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the 2-affine congruence

of two matrices A and C whose elements belong to the real field is that the circa-

variant matrices A, Ay A2, A\, A22 and C, Cy &, C\, C22 have the same ranks

and signatures, respectively, and that in Case 3 with P simply affine (Table I,

paper [l]) the parameters Ö22 and 522, for A and C respectively, be identically

equal. If g is algebraically closed, the above holds without the signatures.
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Case m = m. The reduction of A to normal forms for P w-affine may be

done in a manner similar to that used above for the case when m — 2.

6. Applications to the theory of forms and geometry. It is a simple matter

to translate the results of this paper into the language of the theory of bilinear

forms under cogredient w-affine transformations.

A geometric study of the locus F=2~2t=i2~ll-iaiixixi~^ m a geometry built

upon the group of transformations Jtr =22?-i£r«y«, r = \, ■ ■ ■ , n, with (prs)

jw-affine can also be made.

7. Relation to linear networks [2], [3]. We consider an m-terminal pair

bilateral w-mesh linear electrical network 9t containing (lumped) resistances,

inductances, and capacitances. Let Ey ■ ■ ■ , Em be the (complex) e.m.f.'s im-

pressed on terminal pairs 1, • • • , m, respectively; Qs and Is, the (complex)

charge and (complex) current, respectively, in mesh s; Rst, L3t, DBt (real num-

bers), the lumped circuit parameters (resistance, inductance, and elastance,

respectively) for mesh s if s = t, common to meshes s and t if s^t. The meshes

are so chosen that mesh 5, (s = l, • • • , m), is the only one which passes

through the terminal pair 5.

Suppose the Kirchhof equations in complex form for the network are

(7.1) B{Q) = {£},

where B = (brs), 6r5 = osr = irsX2+i?rSX+^'rs, X=jw, w being the (real) fre-

quency.

If B is nonsingular,

(7.2) {Q} =£-!{£}.

Let 73_1 = C = (cuv)- The element cuv is called the generalized (complex) network

admittance; being a transfer admittance between meshes u and v if up^v, and

a driving-point admittance for mesh u if u=v.

Let y=(yst) be C with all but the first m rows and first m columns de-

leted. Then

(7.3) {q}m=y{e}m,

where {Q}m and {E}m are the first m rows of {(?} and \e), respectively.

The matrix Fis called a characteristic (admittance) coefficient matrix for ssi [2].

Let 5fti and 9fi2 be two m-terminal pair networks of characteristic matrices

F(1) and F(2), respectively. % is said to be circa-equivalent to Wi'if there exists

a real nonsingular diagonal matrix D such that for all values of X, yw =

D'y^w.
It should be noted here that this definition is much more general than the

one heretofore used in the theory of equivalent electrical networks. The usual

definition, the one given in papers [l], [2], and [3], is a very simple case of

the one given in the present paper, being merely the type of circa-equivalence

for which D is the identity matrix.
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If 3li and 9f2 are circa-equivalent, then the admittances , (r, 5 = 1,

• • • , m), are relative circavariants.

Let the diagonal element in the rth row of D be dr, and let 2 = (ars) where

<jrs=drds. If all of the elements in row k of 2 are equal, 3l2 is said to be relatively

equivalent to with respect to terminal pair k. If each element in the &th row

of 2 is equal to one, 3l2 is said to be absolutely equivalent to 3li with respect to

terminal pair k. If all the elements of 2 are equal to a number cr, 3lz is rela-

tively equivalent to 3li, and in case cr=l, 3lt is absolutely equivalent to 3li.

Consider the set 331 of all m-terminal w-mesh networks. Let 31(A) be an

arbitrary network in 3Jt having A for a network matrix. For each 9^ in 331

select a possible network matrix. Let 31 range over 331. Denote the totality of

network matrices so found by 21- With each 111(A) associate the set S of all

networks 31(B) whose matrices B are congruent to A,

(7.4) B = P'AP,

where P is restricted to the real field. Let "J5 denote the set of all P's which

satisfy the above requirements.

Next, with 31(A) arbitrary, let 3l(Ak) and 3l(Bk) denote the networks,

having matrices Ak and Bk, respectively, obtained by opening the mesh k

of 31(A) and 31(B), respectively. We select a maximal subset 5ßc of $ such that

for all 31(A) of 331 (that is, for all A of 21), and for all P of Bk = PlAkPk,
for k = l, ■ ■ ■ , m. In other words, we restrict P to a set 'JJc for which

A\, Ai, ■ ■ ■ , Am are circavariant matrices of A. We denote by ?c the subset

of S whose matrices B, B\, 2?2, • • • , Bm are thus related to A, A\, A», ■ ■ ■ , Am.

By Theorem 3.2 P must be m-affine. From Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we know

that A"u, (u, v— 1, • ■ • , m), are also circavariant.

The characteristic coefficient matrices for 31(B) and 31(A) are

(7.5) F(B).(FD, YW=*(Yl1\

where

(B) r+s d(B.) (A) r+s d(At)
F"   = (- !) ~~iTTTT'    F"   = (- !) ~~T77T~        (r, 5 = 1, • ■ ■ , w).

d(-B) d(4)

If P is ra-affine, by Theorem 4.2 we know that the determinants in F/f are

circavariants of the set 2 with respect to ATS. In fact, the admittances

d(Ps)-d(A3) d(Pr)       _, U) _!

are all relative circavariants. Evidently,

(7.6) F(A) = /J'F<*>£>,
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where

iii

This shows that every network 31(B) of 8C is circa-equivalent to 31(A).

Case m = 2. Those networks of 8C for which prr = l are absolutely equiva-

lent to 31(A) with respect to terminal pair r; those for which £11 = ^22^1 are

relatively equivalent; and those for which £11 = £22 = 1 are absolutely equiva-

lent. By selecting P so that £11^22 = 1, £115*1, the transfer admittances of the

corresponding 8C will all be absolutely circavariant, though the driving-point

admittances are only relative circa variants.

If we select a subset 8' of 8 so that A\ is circavariant, then Y[2', the trans-

fer admittance between meshes 1 and 2, will be a relative circavariant. The

requirement that A\ be circavariant makes P 2-affine so that 8' is 8C, and

Y\V and F22' are also relative circavariants.

If we select a subset 8<i of 8 for which A\ is circavariant, then the driving-

point admittance F^f is relatively circavariant, but Yyf* and F^' are not

necessarily so.

A subset 8C of 8 for which A\ and A2 are circavariant makes the admit-

tances Fn' and Y$ relative circavariants, with P 2-affine; A\ is then circa-

variant, so that the admittance Y[2) is also relatively circavariant.

Further results. More generally, in the case of m-terminal pair networks,

if A„\, A'^, ■ ■ • , Am, • • • be circavariant, then the admittances F^, F^,

• " ' , Yw, ■ ■ ■ are relatively circavariant.

The general theory of circa-equivalent networks initiated herein will be

developed in greater detail at a later time. It should be noted that the special

case when D is the identity matrix yields the usual theory of (absolutely)

equivalent networks.
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